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1.0 AIRPORT INVENTORY
This Inventory Chapter documents 2016 conditions at the Redmond Municipal Airport (the Airport) and
provides a foundation for the overall planning analysis in the subsequent chapters of the RDM Master
Plan. The Inventory Chapter includes an overview of environmental conditions and land uses at and
surrounding the Airport to provide a basis for evaluating planned improvements.

1.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE INVENTORY
This section summarizes the purpose and organization of this chapter, and defines the key that are
included in the investigation.

1.1.1 CHAPTER PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION
The Inventory Chapter looks at the physical layout of the Airport and documents 2016 conditions in terms
of airfield design standards and aviation activity. The Master Plan does not address management policies
and procedures, staffing or operational rules and regulations. These topics are addressed in other airport
documents.
The chapter begins with an overview of the Airport that covers location, history, role in the community,
property interests, and the components of airport operation. The Airport is a complex operation with three
major facility areas: airside, landside, and the terminal building. The Inventory Chapter documents each
of these three areas in terms of use, design, and condition.



Airside facilities are those areas that are restricted from general public access – sometimes called
“inside the fence.” This includes runways and taxiways, facilities for general aviation parking and
maintenance, air cargo and other private business facilities with direct access to the runway,
airport safety and maintenance facilities and the area used by the United States Forest Service
(USFS).



Landside facilities are those that support airport activities without direct access to the airfield.
They include internal roadways, parking areas, and non-aeronautical development areas.



The terminal building provides a transition between the airside and landside areas for commercial
airline passengers and provides spaces for the traveling public, airline and airport administration,
and the Transportation Security Administration (TSA).

The chapter will cover airport activity and design standards, which will be used in later plan chapters to
address the need for improvements, improvements that may be recommended, and as a basis for design
alternatives.
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The chapter looks beyond the boundaries of the Airport to consider surrounding land uses that are
subject to aircraft overflight, and the catchment area from where the Airport draws its passengers and
users. The Airport serves the businesses and residents of the City of Redmond, the nearby City of Bend,
and Deschutes, Crook, and Jefferson counties. The community around the Airport drives the demand for
commercial air service, general aviation, and air cargo. Other airports serving the region are documented
as they impact demand at the Airport.
Environmental factors are inventoried as they influence aircraft flight. Weather factors, such as
temperature and wind direction, impact aircraft performance and drive facility design considerations.
Environmental conditions such as wetlands, air quality, and aircraft noise are documented so future
development can be evaluated in terms of potential environmental impacts.
Information was collected in several ways, including a site visit to the Airport in October 2016; review of
documents and records provided by the Airport, the City of Redmond, the FAA, and other public
agencies; and interviews with the Airport tenants. Results are presented in the following sections:











Airport Overview
Airside Facilities
Landside Facilities
Terminal Building
Aeronautical Setting
Community Setting
Aviation Activity
Airport Economic & Financial Conditions
Environmental Conditions
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1.2 AIRPORT OVERVIEW
This section gives an overview of the Airport that covers location, history, role in the community, property
interests, and the components of airport operation.

1.2.1 AIRPORT LOCATION
The Airport is in central Oregon’s high desert just east of the Cascade mountain range. The Airport is the
only commercial service airport in the region, located 150 miles from Eugene to the west, 150 miles from
Portland to the northwest, and 220 miles from Pendleton to the northeast. The Airport is located in
Deschutes County, in the City of Redmond. Redmond’s location has been important to its growth and
prosperity in terms of the area’s population and economy. Redmond has been the hub of the local
transportation network since the railroad arrived in 1911. Today, Redmond’s location at the intersection of
Oregon’s Highways 126 and 97 provides driving connections in four directions including to Interstate 5 to
the west and Interstate 84 to the north, as shown in Figure 1-1.

1.2.2 AIRPORT AND COMMUNITY HISTORY
The first runways were constructed in 1929 with the support of Redmond Ray Johnson American Legion
Post and Redmond Commercial Club, which has since evolved into the Redmond Chamber of
Commerce. The Works Progress Administration improved the Airport during the 1930s, and during World
War II, the US Army Air Corps used the Airport for training B-17 and P-38 pilots. The first commercial
flight at the Airport was in 1946. After its service during the war, the Airport was sold to the City of
Redmond.

1.2.3 AIRPORT PROPERTY
Airport property includes 2,518 acres surrounding two runways oriented in an “X” configuration. The
passenger terminal area is southwest of the runway intersection. Aviation uses have been developed on
the west and north side of the Airport along the major access routes of SE Airport Way, SE Veterans
Way, and Highway 126. Property uses and development areas are shown on Figure 1-2, and key airport
facilities are shown in Figure 1-3.
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1.2.4 OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW
MANAGEMENT
The Airport is owned by the City of Redmond. The Airport Manager reports to the City Manager, and City
employees are responsible for daily operations, programs, and services. City Council members, elected
by the citizens of Redmond, are the City’s policy makers. The City established an Airport Committee in
1991 to act in an advisory role to the City Council on airport-related matters. The Committee is composed
of nine members: five appointed by Redmond; one appointed by the City of Bend; one appointed by
Deschutes County; one appointed by Jefferson County; and one appointed by Crook County. Redmond
recently instituted an Ex-Officio Youth member to help foster interest in aviation for young adults.

FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATIONS
The Airport is a public-use facility supporting commercial, general aviation, military, and USFS users. The
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS) classifies the
Airport as a non-hub primary commercial service airport. The NPIAS is updated every two years and uses
predetermined evaluation criteria including commercial service enplanements, proximity to other airports,
and number of based aircraft to identify airports that are of importance to the national air transportation
system. Airports that are included in the NPIAS are eligible for FAA Airport Improvement Program (AIP)
funding. Classification as a non-hub airport is based on the Airport having more than 10,000 annual
passenger enplanements, but less than 0.05 percent of total national commercial passenger
enplanements.
Under the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), the Airport is certified as a Class I FAA Part 139 facility,
which means that the Airport maintains facilities intended to serve scheduled passenger aircraft with 30 or
more passenger seats.
The Oregon Department of Aviation classifies the Airport as a Category I - Commercial Service Airport.
Airports in this category have scheduled commercial air carrier service. The Airport Reference Code
(ARC), described in greater detail in Section 1.3.3, is C-III, which means that facilities are designed for
medium-sized commercial aircraft like the Boeing 737, Airbus A320, and Bombardier Q400. Table 1-1
describes key facility attributes.

Table 1-1. Airport Data
City of Redmond
Non-Hub
C-III
2,518 acres
N 44° 15.24' W 121° 08.99'
3080 feet Above Mean Sea Level (AMSL)
Open 14 hours daily (0500-1900 local time)

Airport Owner
NPIAS Airport Category
Airport Reference Code
Airport Acreage
Airport Reference Point Coordinates
Airport Elevation
Airport Traffic Control Tower

Sources: FAA Airport Master Record (Form 5010), Airport Website, Airport Directory, NPIAS.
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1.3 AIRSIDE FACILITIES
“Airside” is a collective term for those areas of the Airport that are accessible to aircraft including runways,
taxiways, aprons, and hangar areas. Facilities that directly support aviation activity include:




Pavement: runways, taxiways and aprons







Navigation aids: airfield and approach lighting, weather monitoring systems, radio beacons

Structures: aircraft storage and maintenance hangars, fixed base operators (FBOs), fuel storage,
snow removal equipment (SRE) storage, and an aircraft rescue and firefighting facility (ARFF)

Airfield signage and markings: (indicators for precision and non-precision instrument runways)
Airport traffic control tower (ATCT)
Terminal building: Passenger support and services and administrative areas
Safety areas: Property set aside to comply with FAA-mandated setbacks and clear zones

1.3.1 RUNWAY SYSTEM
Runways are numbered using a system that assigns
a number to each runway end based on its magnetic
alignment. The Airport’s primary runway, Runway 523, is aligned in a northeast/southwest fashion and
the crosswind runway, Runway 11-29, is aligned in a
northwest/southeast fashion.

Precision instrument runway:
A runway end having an instrument
approach procedure that provides course and
vertical path guidance conforming to
Instrument Landing System (ILS) or
Microwave Landing System (MLS) precision
approach standards.

Non-precision instrument runway:
A runway end having an instrument
approach procedure that provides course
guidance without vertical path guidance.

RUNWAY 5-23
Runway 5-23 is 7,038 feet long and 150 feet wide.
The runway has an asphalt surface that is

transverse-grooved to improve aircraft braking
action, reduce hydroplaning, and improve directional control for aircraft when the pavement is wet and
icy. The runway was reconstructed in 2016 and is in excellent condition. Runway 5-23 is served by a fulllength parallel taxiway on the west side. The runway to parallel taxiway separation is 400 feet, which
meets C-III design standards. Runway 5-23 is scheduled for rehabilitation in the near future.
Runway 5-23 is a precision instrument runway with high-intensity runway lights (HIRL) and mediumintensity approach lighting system with runway alignment indicator lights (MALSR). These lights provide
pilots with visual guidance for landings at night and during poor weather conditions.
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RUNWAY 11-29
Runway 11-29 is 7,006 feet long and 100 feet wide. The runway has an asphalt surface and is
transverse-grooved. Runway 11-29 is served by two full-length parallel taxiways on the north and south
sides. The runway to parallel taxiway separation is 400 feet, which meets C-III design standards.
Runway 11-29 is a non-precision instrument runway with medium-intensity runway lights (MIRL).
Table 1-2 presents data for Runway 5-23 and Table 1-3 presents data for Runway 11-29. NAVAIDs are
defined in Sections 1.3.6 and 1.3.7.

Table 1-2. Runway 5-23 Data
Category
Dimensions
Bearing
Effective Gradient
Weight Bearing Capacity
Surface
Markings

Lighting

Signage

Data
Length: 7,038 feet, Width: 150 feet
060/240 (True)
0.3%
Single-wheel: 68,000 lbs., Double-wheel: 110,000 lbs.
Asphalt-grooved. Good condition.
Precision instrument approach. Good condition
High-Intensity Runway Edge Lights
Runway End Identifier Lights (REIL) – Runway End 05
Visual Approach Slope Indicator (VASI) – Runway End 05
Precision Approach Path Indicator (PAPI) – Runway End 23
1,400 foot MALSR – Runway End 23
Distance To Go Signs

Sources: FAA Airport Master Record (Form 5010), Airport website.

Table 1-3. Runway 11-29 Data
Dimensions
Bearing
Effective Gradient
Weight Bearing Capacity
Surface
Markings
Lighting
Signage

Length: 7,006 feet, Width: 100 feet
122/302 (True)
0.5%
Single-wheel: 28,000 lbs., Double-wheel: 40,000 lbs.
Asphalt-grooved. Good condition.
Non-precision instrument approach. Good condition
Medium Intensity Runway Edge Lights
REIL
VASI – Runway End 11
PAPI – Runway End 29
Distance to Go Signs

Sources: FAA Airport Master Record (Form 5010), Airport website.
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H ELIPAD
The Airport has one helipad, which is used by the USFS and not available for public use. The helipad is
48 feet x 48 feet and has a concrete surface. Military and GA helicopters land on the runways and hover
taxi to the FBO aprons to park.

1.3.2 TAXIWAY SYSTEM
The Airport has an extensive system of 12 asphalt taxiways that
provides access between the runways and aircraft parking and
storage facilities. Taxiways C, F, and G are parallel to the runways
and the rest are connector taxiways. The parallel taxiways are 50
feet wide and the connector taxiways are 75 feet wide. Taxiway C
and Taxiway G west of Runway 5-23 were reconstructed in 2011
and are in excellent condition. Taxiway C east of Runway 5-23
was reconstructed in 2013.
There are two areas on the airfield that the FAA has labeled as

Parallel taxiways:
Taxiways that run alongside
runways.

Connector taxiways:
All other taxiways that
connect the aircraft to all
facilities.

Hot spots:
Areas where incidents are
more likely to occur because
of airfield geometry.

potential “hot spots,” which is defined in FAA Advisory Circular
150/5300-13A, Change 1, Airport Design (AC-13A) as “a location
on an airport movement area with a history of potential risk of collision or runway incursion, and where
heightened attention by pilots and drivers is necessary.” These two areas are the intersection of Taxiways
F and G, and the intersection of Taxiways C and F.
The airfield’s original design was in compliance with FAA standards of the time; however, FAA standards
have since changed. Some existing taxiway connectors do not meet FAA guidance defined in AC-13A.
These standards seek to promote safer operations by simplifying airfield geometry, and reducing the risk
that a pilot will accidentally taxi onto a runway. Examples of non-standard conditions are Taxiway A’s
direct access from the North General Aviation Apron to Runway 11-29, and Taxiway H and E’s direct
access from the Air Carrier Apron to Runway 5-23. As these taxiways are reconstructed, they will need to
be built to the latest design standards.

1.3.3 AIRFIELD DESIGN STANDARDS
The Airport is required to maintain facilities in line with FAA standards as part of an agreement for
accepting FAA grant money. FAA design standards for runways are determined by the FAA coding
system called the Runway Design Code (RDC), shown in Table 1-4. The RDC is made up of the aircraft
approach category (AAC), the aircraft design group (ADG), and the runway approach visibility minimums
The most demanding AAC and ADG at an airport sets the ARC. The FAA codes taxiways using a
standard called the Taxiway Design group (TDG).
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RUNWAY CLASSIFICATION
AND DESIGN

Runway Design Code (RDC):
The FAA coding system comprised of three standards that
determine the ARC: the Aircraft Approach Category, Airplane
Design Group, and Approach Visibility Minimums.

The design aircraft is an aircraft that
uses an airport on a regular basis,
which the FAA defines as more than

Aircraft Approach Category (AAC):
This first standard is based on the approach speed (in knots) of
the design aircraft.

500 operations per year. The
Bombardier Q400 (operated by

Airplane Design Group (ADG):

Alaska Airlines) is the most

This second standard is based on the wingspan and the tail
height (in feet) of the design aircraft.

demanding aircraft that exceeds 500
annual operations. The Q400 has an

Approach Visibility Minimums:

approach speed of 129 knots, a
wingspan of 93.3 feet, and tail height

These are based on runway visual range (RVR), the
approximate visibility (in feet) as measured by the RVR light
transmission/reception equipment or equivalent weather
observer report measurements. The depicted numerical value
for RVR relates to runway visibility minimums represented in
feet or forward visibility that have statute mile equivalents
(4000 RVR = ¾ mile).

27.4 feet. Per AAC and ADG
standards, the Q400 is classified as a
C-III aircraft. Table 1-4 depicts the
Airport’s RDC, as indicated in bold
font.

Table 1-4. Runway Design Code System
Aircraft Approach Category (AAC)
AAC
Approach Speed
A
B

Approach Speed less than 91 knots
Approach speed 91 knots or more but less than 121 knots

C

Approach speed 121 knots or more but less than 141 knots

D
E

Approach speed 141 knots or more but less than 166 knots
Approach speed 166 knots or more

Group Number

Airplane Design Group (ADC)
Wingspan (in feet)
Tail Height (in feet)

I
II

< 49’
49’ - < 79’

< 20’
20’ - < 30’

III

79’ - < 118’

30’ - < 45’

IV
V
VI

RVR (ft.)

118’ - < 171’
171’ - < 214’
214’ - < 262’

45’ - < 60’
60’ - < 66’
66’ - < 80’

Approach Visibility Minimums
Flight Visibility Category (statue miles)

VIS
5000
4000

Runways designed for visual approach use only
Not lower than 1 mile
Lower than 1 mile but not lower than ¾ mile

2400

Lower than ¾ mile but not lower than ½ mile

1600
1200
Source: FAA AC 150/5300-13A Airport Design.

Lower than ½ mile but not lower than ¼ mile
Lower than ¼ mile
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RUNWAY SAFETY AREAS
The FAA defines the Runway Safety Area (RSA) as a defined surface surrounding the runway prepared
or suitable for reducing the risk of damage to aircraft in the event of an aircraft undershoot, overshoot, or
excursion from the runway. The runways at the Airport each have different RSA design standards.
Runway 5-23 is designed to C-III standards, which is the Airport Reference Code as of 2016 and the
standard needed for commercial aircraft such as the Q400. Runway 11-29 is designed to B-III standards,
suitable for handling aircraft with slower approach speeds. Table 1-5 depicts runway RSA dimensions.

Table 1-5. Runway Safety Areas
Runway Design Standard
Width
Length
Length Beyond Runway Ends

5-23
C-III
500’
9,038’
1,000’

Runway Protection Zones
The Runway Protection Zone (RPZ) is a trapezoidal area at
the end of the runway. This area is designated to enhance
safety for aircraft operations and for people and objects on
the ground. The FAA recommends that incompatible land
uses, objects, and activities be located outside of the RPZ.
The FAA has issued a Memo titled Interim Guidance on

11-29
B-III
400’
8,206
600’

Runway Protection Zone (RPZ):
A trapezoid-shaped area at the end of
each runway defined by the FAA as a
zone to enhance the protection of people
and property on the ground.

Land Uses Within a Runway Protection Zone to help airport
sponsors understand what land uses are and are not compatible within the RPZ. The FAA recommends
that an airport operator maintain full control of an RPZ, ideally through fee simple property acquisition. If
this is not feasible, land use control may be achieved through the use easements. For the Airport,
Highway 126 goes through the RPZ at the approach end of Runway 23. Veterans Way and Airport Way
pass through the RPZ at the Runway 11 approach end. Since these roads are existing features, current
FAA guidance does not require the roads to be moved. Actions that would introduce new incompatible
land uses to the RPZ, either by airport or neighboring jurisdiction action, require coordination with FAA
Headquarters. Table 1-6 depicts RPZ standards for the Airport.

Table 1-6. Runway Protection Zone Dimensions for Runway Ends
Length (ft.)
Inner Width (ft.)
Outer Width (ft.)
5
1,700
500
1,010
23
2,500
1,000
1,750
11
1,700
500
1,010
29
1,700
500
1,010
Source: Airport ALP, AC-13A
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29.465
78.914
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TAXIWAY DESIGN AND STANDARDS
The TDG determines taxiway design standards. The TDG relates to the undercarriage dimensions of
aircraft, based on the overall Main Gear Width and the Cockpit to Main Gear Distance. TDG also
determines the taxiway edge safety margin and shoulder width of taxiways. Taxiway protection is
determined by the ADG of the design aircraft. The ADG of an aircraft determines the taxiway protection
areas, taxiway separation, and required wingtip clearance for aircraft using the taxiways. The TDG and
ADG are determined by critical aircraft, the Q400. The Q400 has a TDG of three and ADG of III. Table 17 depicts TDG three and ADG III standards.

Table 1-7. TDG 3 And ADG III Taxiway Standards
Taxiway Width
Taxiway Edge Safety Margin
Taxiway Shoulder Width
ADG III Standards
Taxiway Protection
Taxiway Safety Area (TSA)
Taxiway Object Free Area (OFA)
Taxilane OFA
Taxiway Separation
Taxiway Centerline to Parallel Taxiway/Taxilane
Centerline
Taxiway Centerline to Fixed or Movable Object
Taxilane Centerline to Parallel Taxilane Centerline
Taxilane Centerline to Fixed or Movable Object
Wingtip Clearance
Taxiway Wingtip Clearance
Taxilane Wingtip Clearance
Source: AC-13A
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1.3.4 AIRCRAFT APRONS
The Airport has four apron areas: the Air Carrier Apron, General Aviation North Apron, General Aviation
South Apron, and the USFS Apron. The aprons serve the landside facilities including the passenger
terminal building, the general aviation hangar facilities and FBOs, cargo facilities, and the USFS.
The Airport’s aprons locations, sizes, and surface pavements are listed below:

✓
✓

Air Carrier Apron, west of the runway intersection (378,675 square feet; concrete)
General Aviation North Apron, northwest of the runway intersection (672,003 square feet; asphalt
and concrete)

✓

General Aviation South Apron, north of the Air Carrier Apron and west of the runway intersection
(110,475 square feet; asphalt)

✓

USFS, north of the runway intersection (473,175 square feet; asphalt and concrete)

1.3.5 FIXED BASE OPERATORS
FBOs support a wide range of GA aeronautical activities, providing services to aircraft and to pilots, the
traveling public, and the airlines. There is one FBO at the Airport. The FBO is located on the North GA
Apron, and on the South GA Apron. The FBO offers full service operations which include the following
services:

✓ Aircraft ground handling
✓ Aircraft parking (ramp or tiedown)
✓ Fuel (100LL and Jet A)
✓ Hangars
✓ Nitrogen
✓ GPU/Power cart
✓ Passenger terminal and lounge
✓ Aerial tours/aerial sightseeing
✓ Aircraft charters
✓ Aircraft maintenance
✓ Aircraft cleaning/washing/detailing
✓ Aircraft parts

16

✓
✓
✓

Catering

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Public telephone

Rental cars
Courtesy cars (free for pilots to use in the
local area
Computerized weather
Flight planning facilities
Internet access
Restrooms
De-ice truck and De-ice Cart ( type 1)
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1.3.6 AIRCRAFT STORAGE
H ANGARS
The Airport has box hangars and T-hangars hangars on the north and south aprons. T-hangars store one
aircraft while box hangars can accommodate multiple. Aircraft have direct access to Taxiway G for the
south apron and Taxiway C for the north apron. Both taxiways are parallel to Runway 11-29 and have
access to Runway 05-23. Figures 1-4 and 1-5 show examples of hangars at the Airport. Figure 1-6
shows the airport building layout.

Figure 1-4. Box Hangars

Figure 1-5. T-Hangars

1.3.7 SUPPORT FACILITIES
MAINTENANCE AND SNOW REMOVAL
The Airport has one support facility that houses airport maintenance and Snow Removal Equipment
(SRE). It is located next to the ARFF and its bays face Taxiway G for quick access. The three storage
bays contain plows and other SRE. The storage bay section of the building is approximately 85 feet by 45
feet. The Airport owns and operates the following SRE Equipment:








 One 22’ reversible ramp plow
 One 2000 Oshkosh model “P” series six

One 1995 Oshkosh model "HB" all wheel
drive
One 1976 Huber Grader, with a 12' reversible
blade



One 1985 Case Front End Loader



One 2006 Cat Front End Loader
Two 20' Pro-Tec snow pushers to attach to a
front end loader




One 12” Pro-Tec snow pusher to attach to a
front end loader

17

wheel, all steer, all wheel drive truck

Two Bowmonk AFM2 Airfield Friction Meter
Mark 3.
One 1984 Oshkosh model WT-2206 all wheel
drive with a 2009 slide in power plant and 20”
rotary broom.
One 2007 Ford F-550 deicing unit.
One 2014 Wausau SnoDozer 3131
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Airport personnel maintain the airfield and Airport-owned buildings. Figure 1-7 shows the support facility
used for maintenance and SRE. The support facility is in good condition. There is space between the
support facility and the ARFF for future expansion of either facility should it be necessary.

Figure 1-7. SRE and Maintenance Support Facility

AIRCRAFT RESCUE AND FIRE FIGHTING
The Airport is required to maintain ARFF under Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 139, which
governs the operation of airports with scheduled or unscheduled passenger service by aircraft of more
than 30 seats. The Airport is classified with an ARFF Index B designation which applies to airports
serving only aircraft that are shorter than 126 feet. The Index B designation specifies equipment types
that must be on hand to respond to an aircraft accident. The Airport’s ARFF facility is centered between
the passenger terminal and the south GA apron with access to Taxiway G. ARFF vehicles include two
crash trucks, one ambulance, and a mass casualty incident vehicle. The City of Redmond staffs the ARFF
station with one active duty fire fighter at all times.

FUEL FACILITIES
Fuel is offered by the FBO to GA, airlines, military, and USFS. Both 100 low-lead (LL) and Jet A fuel are
available from the FBO via full service fuel trucks as shown in Figure 1-8, and self-service 100LL is
available on the South GA Apron. A list of fuel tanks, their ownership, and fuel type are listed below.

✓
✓
✓

At SRE building, diesel fuel tank used for SRE and maintenance
South GA Apron, four tanks. Two are 20,000 gallons with Jet A fuel. One 500-gallon 100 LL fuel.
North GA Apron, seven tanks. One private use 20,000 gallon Jet A. Two are out of commission
and will eventually be removed. Two are out of commission and can be brought back if needed.
One is a 20,000-gallon Jet A tank and one 12,000-gallon 100LL tank.
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Figure 1-8. Fuel Trucks

UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE (USFS) REDMOND AIR CENTER
The USFS Redmond Air Center plays a major role in supporting firefighting efforts in Oregon, Alaska, and
Washington. Operations depend on the severity of the fire season, which generally lasts from May to
October, so the number of operations varies annually. The base typically experiences approximately 780800 operations per season.
Aircraft operating in and out of the base include C130s, RJ 85s, King Airs, and Sherpas (A and B
versions). The USFS has also acquired 16 C130s (H/Q models) that are expected to arrive once
reconstruction of Taxiway B is complete in 2017. The base has two aprons capable of accommodating
the C130s. The station has an air tanker base on their leased property; hosts training for firefighting and
prevention; and processes firefighters and sends them to incidents throughout the service region.
The FBO services the USFS base. The base has and will continue to be visited by traffic from other
governmental organizations. Previous visitors include politicians, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and
Air Force One. The base is classified as a hub of operations, incident support base and critical asset for
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and related emergency efforts in the event of a
large scale natural disaster in the Pacific Northwest, such as an earthquake in the Cascadia subduction
zone.
The USFS is planning for an expansion of its facilities to include a visitor center and fire cache on the
leased property. The major improvements the base facility needs are improvements to the old roads that
lead to the station and the utilities.
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1.3.8 PAVEMENT
Pavement management reports are periodically updated to assist airports in the ongoing maintenance of
airfield pavements. An airport Pavement Management Program (PMP) assesses the relative condition of
the pavement sections and identifies pavement repair and rehabilitation needs and guides capital
planning.
Airfield pavements are assessed using a scale known as the Pavement Condition Index (PCI). The PCI
inspection assesses the types, severities, and amounts of distress observed in the pavements through a
visual inspection. The evaluation is quantified using a scale from 0 (failed) to 100 (new) with ratings
applied to individual pavement sections, providing an overall condition report for the Airport. The condition
is an indication of the needs for maintenance and/or repair that will be required over a seven-year period.
The most recent PCI values at the Airport were calculated in August 2010, and have been updated to
reflect construction that has occurred since.

PAVEMENT STRENGTH
An airfield’s required pavement strength is determined by aircraft fleet
mix. There are two pavement strength classifications, “Utility” and
“Other than Utility.” Utility pavements are capable of handling aircraft
up to 12,500 pounds maximum gross weight (MGW), while Other than
Utility pavements can handle aircraft over 12,500 pounds MGW. When
the design aircraft exceeds 12,500 pounds as at the Airport, the Aircraft
Classification Number (ACN)-Pavement Classification Number (PCN)
method is used to calculate what the pavement is capable of
accommodating.
The ACN-PCN method of determining pavement strength is intended to
be used to report relative pavement strength, and not to be used for
pavement design.

ACN:
The number that expresses
the relative effect of an
aircraft at a given
configuration on a
pavement structure for a
specified standard of
subgrade strength.

PCN:
A number that expresses
the load-carrying capacity
of a pavement for
unrestricted operations.

Table 1-8 illustrates the standard ACN-PCN reporting format, as described in AC 150/5335-5,
Standardized Method of Reporting Airport Pavement Strength - PCN.
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Table 1-8. Standard ACN-PCN Reporting Format
Subgrade
Tire Pressure
Pavement Type
Strength
(psi)
(CBR)
A - High
W – no limit
(≥ 13 CBR)
R - Rigid
B – Medium
X – 182-254
(>8 but < 13 CBR)
Numerical
Value
C – Low
Y – 74-181
(>4 but ≤ 8 CBR)
F - Flexible
D – Ultralow
Z – 0-73
(≤ 4 CBR)
### / R or F / A, B, C, or D / W, X, Y, or Z / T or U

January 18, 2017

Method of
Determination

T – Technical Study

U – Using Aircraft

Source: Airport Records

Table 1-9 includes the 2016 published weight bearing capacities for Runway 5-23 and Runway 11-29.

Table 1-9. Published Weight Bearing Capacity
Published Weight Bearing Capacity
Runway
Single Wheel
Dual Wheel
Dual Tandem
(SW)
(DW)
Wheel (DTW)
Runway 05-23
68,000 lbs.
110,000 lbs.
200,000 lbs.
Runway 11-29
28,000 lbs.
40,000 lbs.
N/A
Source: Airport Records

Table 1-10 includes the recommended weight bearing capacity for Runway 05-23 and Runway 11-29
after using the ACN-PCN method for evaluating pavements.

Table 1-10. Recommended Weight Bearing Capacity – ACN-PCN Method
Recommended Weight Bearing Capacity
Runway
SW
DW
DTW
Runway 05-23
120,000 lbs.
250,000 lbs.
Runway 11-29
94,000 lbs.
150,000 lbs.
Source: Airport Records
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Other airfield pavements’ weight bearing and PCNs are included in Table 1-11.

Table 1-11. Other Pavements’ Weight Bearing Capacity
Weight Bearing Capacity
Pavement
SW
DW
Taxiway A
68,000 lbs.
91,000 lbs.
Taxiway B
68,000 lbs.
91,000 lbs.
Taxiway C
74,000 lbs.
109,000 lbs.
Taxiway D
74,000 lbs.
109,000 lbs.
Taxiway E
120,000 lbs.
191,000 lbs.
Taxiway F
120,000 lbs.
191,000 lbs.
Taxiway G (East)
81,000 lbs.
121,000 lbs.
Taxiway G (West)
74,000 lbs.
109,000 lbs.
Taxiway H
120,000 lbs.
191,000 lbs.
Taxiway J (South)
81,000 lbs.
121,000 lbs.
Taxiway J (North)
74,000 lbs.
109,000 lbs.
Taxiway K
120,000 lbs.
191,000 lbs.
Taxiway M (South)
81,000 lbs.
121,000 lbs.
Taxiway M (North)
74,000 lbs.
109,000 lbs.
Taxiway N
120,000 lbs.
191,000 lbs.
Air Carrier Apron
76,000 lbs.
100,000 lbs.
GA North Apron
74,000 lbs.
109,000 lbs.
GA South Apron
23,000 lbs.
Source: Airport Records
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PCN
26/F/C/X/T
26/F/C/X/T
28/F/A/X/U
28/F/A/X/U
54/F/C/X/T
54/F/C/X/T
29/F/A/X/T
28/F/B/X/U
54/F/C/X/T
29/F/A/X/T
28/F/B/X/U
54/F/C/X/T
29/F/A/X/T
28/F/B/X/U
54/F/C/X/T
29/F/C/X/U
28/F/B/X/U
8/F/C/X/T
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1.3.9 NAVIGATIONAL AIDS AND INSTRUMENT
PROCEDURES

Instrument Meteorological
Conditions (IMC):

Aircraft taking off and landing at the Airport rely on instrument
procedures, flight patterns, instrument and visual approach aids,
and weather observation and communication for safe operations.
This section describes these factors in greater detail.

INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES
Aircraft that use the Airport operate under both VFR and IFR. The
Airport has instrument approach (landing) and departure (take
off) procedures that are given out by the ATCT to pilots as they
arrive or depart the Airport. Instrument approach procedures are
a series of predetermined maneuvers established by the FAA
using electronic NAVAIDS, described below, to assist pilots in

When visibility is poor and cloud
ceilings are below a defined threshold,
those are considered instrument
meteorological conditions (IMC).
FAA regulations refer to flight relying
on instruments as instrument flight
rules (IFR), and IMC is occasionally
referred to as “IFR conditions.”
When visibility and cloud ceiling are
above IMC, pilots may elect to fly
using IFR or visual flight rules (VFR),
which is where the pilot uses visual
cues to safely operate the aircraft.

locating and landing at an airport during low visibility and cloud
ceiling conditions. The eleven instrument approach procedures
and one instrument departure procedure in effect at the Airport are summarized in Table 1-12.

Table 1-12. Instrument Approach & Departure Procedures
Approach Procedures
Visibility (Nautical Miles, NM)

Descent Minimums (Feet)

ILS OR LOC RWY 23

½

200

RNAV (RNP) Z RWY 05

7/8

276

RNAV (RNP) Z RWY 23

½

250

RNAV (GPS) RWY 11

7/8

250

RNAV (GPS) Y RWY 05

¾

250

RNAV (GPS) Y RWY 23

½

200

RNAV (GPS) Y RWY 29

1

480

RNAV (GPS) Z RWY 29

1

286

1¼

935

1

580

Visual

Visual

VOR/DME RWY 23
VOR-A
JUNIPER VISUAL RWY 23

Departure Procedure

Takeoff Minimums

REDMOND THREE






RWY 5

Minimum climb of 390 feet per nautical mile (NM) to 13000

RWY 11

Minimum climb of 406 feet per NM to 13000

RWY 23

Minimum climb of 356 feet per NM to 13000

RWY 29

Minimum climb of 358 feet per NM to 13000
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In addition to the published instrument procedures, airlines generally have their own instrument procedures
that are tailored to their operations specifications, aircraft types, and levels of crew certification. Airline-specific
instrument procedures are proprietary and not used by the public, therefore, they are not included in the
Inventory Chapter.

FLIGH T PATTERNS
Flight patterns at the Airport are depicted below in Figure 1-10 (Arrival),
Figure 1-11 (Departure), and Figure 1-12 (Local). Arrival and departure
routes show the typical flight patterns aircraft use when approaching or
departing the Airport, while local patterns represent operations that occur
around the Airport such as touch and go operations. The tracks shown in
the figures represent the majority of flight patterns at the Airport. Flight
tracks and which runway end aircraft can use for arrivals and departures is

Touch and Go
An aircraft maneuver where
an aircraft lands, slows, then
accelerates and takes off
without leaving the runway.
It is counted as two
operations.

dependent on weather, wind, ATCT direction, and pilot preference.

INSTRUMENT AND VISUAL APPROACH AIDS
NAVAIDs are visual and electronic guides that assist pilot navigation. Visual NAVAIDs include lights and wind
indicators that can be seen through aircraft windows. Reliance on sight limits the utility of visual NAVAIDs
when visibility is poor and at great distances. Electronic NAVAIDs are picked up by instruments onboard
aircraft, and help pilots navigate and land when it is not possible to do so through visual cues alone. Electronic
NAVAIDs include terrestrial antennae that use radio frequencies and satellites that use the global positioning
system (GPS). NAVAIDs are used during all flight conditions and must be used when visibility and cloud
ceilings are low enough to be considered instrument meteorological conditions (IMC). NAVAIDs for the Airport
are listed in Table 1-13, and described in more detail in the section that follows.









GPS: A satellite based navigational system
MALSR: Medium Intensity Approach Lighting System with Runway Alignment Indicator Lights
ILS: Instrument Landing System – ground based landing system
REIL: Runway End Identifier Lights
NDB: Non-Directional Beacon
PAPI: Precision Approach Path Indicator
VOR/DME: a VHF omnidirectional range (VOR) and distance measuring equipment (DME)
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Table 1-13. Navigational Aids Summary by Runway
5-23
11-29
high intensity runway edge lights
medium intensity runway edge lights
Runway End 5
Runway End 11
REIL
REIL
VASI
VASI
VOR A (Category A)
Runway End 23
GPS overlay
PAPI
Runway End 29
1,400 foot MALSR
ILS
REIL
NDB
PAPI
VOR/DME
GPS
Source: FAA Airport Facility Directory

The Airport is equipped with two wind cones, which provide pilots with an indication of wind direction and
speed. One wind cone is located next to the intersection of Taxiways F and G and is lighted. The second wind
cone is located between the GA north apron and Runway 11-29 and is not lighted.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS
FAA’s Air Traffic Services division manages the National Airspace System (NAS) using a series of control
centers that have control or authority at different segments of aircraft travel:



Airport Traffic Control Tower (ATCT)



The vicinity of the airport

Terminal Radar Approach Control facilities (TRACON)



May be run by FAA, or Contractor (The RDM ATCT is run by SERCO)

Multiple airports (The Airport approach/departure control is operated by Seattle Center)

Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCC)

-

Regional area (The Airport controlled by Seattle Center)
Controls aircraft en-route

Airspace administered by the FAA is classified as either “controlled” or “uncontrolled,” and defined as one of six
classifications. Airspace designated as Class A, B, C, D, and E is controlled airspace, and Class G airspace is
uncontrolled airspace. Class F airspace is not used in the United States. Figure 1-13 depicts the airspace and
aeronautical setting surrounding the Airport.
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The ATCT, located just to the northeast of the terminal, is a contract tower run by a private company. It is not
owned by the FAA and the staff are not FAA employees. The airspace around The Airport is Class D airspace
when the ATCT is in service. When the ATCT is not in service, the Airport operates under a Class E airspace
designation. IFR operations in vicinity of the Airport are in contact with the Seattle ARTCC, which provides
pilots with altitude, aircraft separation, and route guidance.
Pilots flying to the Airport are able to gather information about the Airport from a variety of information sources.
The McMinnville Flight Service Station (FSS), another part of FAA’s Air Traffic system, provides pilots with preflight briefings, assistance with opening and closing flight plans, pilot reports, weather reports, and notices to
airmen. Weather information at RDM is broadcast by the automated surface observation system (ASOS).

1.3.10 CLIMATE – WIND AND WEATHER CONDITIONS
WIND
Wind observation data comes from the ASOS. The wind rose shows that prevailing winds come from the
northwest and the south-south east. Figure 1-14 illustrates the all-weather wind rose for the Airport. Inner
circle increments that expand outwards represent the total number of observations. Numbers on the outside of
the circle from 0 to 36 represent the direction from which the wind is prevailing. Colors represent the speed of
the wind in knots. Colors will stretch out towards the edge of the circle for directions from which the wind is
prevailing during observations. The observations occurred between 2006 and 2015.
Wind data is vital for aircraft operations. Aircraft performance is enhanced when taking off and landing into the
wind, and there are limits to how much crosswind and tailwind aircraft can handle. Wind direction and speed
information helps pilots and air traffic control select the most appropriate runway for operation.
FAA standards for crosswind coverage are one of several factors that go into determining how many runways
are needed, and what direction they should face. FAA standards state that runways should provide at least 95percent coverage for aircraft that are expected to use the airport at least 500 times per year. Crosswind
runways, which are those not aligned with the prevailing wind direction, may be employed to improve wind
coverage throughout the year and meet FAA criteria. The allowable crosswind component for each Runway
Design Code is included in the Table 1-14 below:

Table 1-14. Crosswind Component
Runway Design Code
Allowable Crosswind
Component
A-I and B-I*
10.5 knots
A-II and B-II
13 knots
A-III, B-III, C-I through C-III,
16 knots
D-I through D-III
A-IV and B-IV, C-IV through
20 knots
C-VI, D-IB through D-VI
E-I through E-VI
20 knots
*Includes A-I and B-I small aircraft
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Figure 1-14. All Weather Wind Rose

Source: FAA Airports Wind Rose Generator.

WEATH ER
In addition to wind, temperature and precipitation affect aircraft operation. For example, high temperatures can
increase required takeoff distance, which could alter takeoff power settings and require payload reduction.
Precipitation can negatively impact braking during landing. The frequency and amount of snow influences the
type and number of SRE necessary, which has equipment and material storage implications. Weather data
comes from the ASOS at the Airport to provide an idea of the local climate in the area. Key weather conditions
are listed in Table 1-15 below.
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Table 1-15. Weather Conditions
Average
Annual
Temperature
Precipitation
Snowfall

Maximum
Minimum
Average Hottest Month
Average Coldest Month
Average Annual Total
Average Monthly Maximum
Average Annual Total

62.1° F
32.7° F
July: 85.5° F
January: 22.2° F
8.64 Inches
January/December: 1.60° Inches
19.7 Inches

Source: Western Regional Climate Center, Redmond ASOS Station Data 1948 – 2016.

WEATH ER OBSERVATION AND COMMUNICATION
Information about weather conditions is important to pilots as they make navigation decisions. The weather
system in place at The Airport is an Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS). The monitoring units in this
system are operated jointly by the National Weather Service, the FAA, and the Department of Defense.
When the ATCT is closed, there are communication systems in place to help pilots communicate with each
other and gather information about the conditions at the airport and in the surrounding area. These include:



Common Traffic Advisory Frequency (CTAF): A radio frequency, specific to each airport, used for
communication between pilots operating at, and in the vicinity of, an Airport. The frequency for The
Airport is 124.5. The CTAF is used during hours that the ATCT is closed.



Universal Communication (UNICOM) station: An air-to-ground communication facility. The frequency
for The Airport is 122.95. A pilot might use a UNICOM to communicate fuel needs or other requests to
a FBO.



Automatic terminal information service (ATIS): A continuous broadcast of recorded information, such
as weather, active runways, available approaches and NOTAMs information, on a frequency specific to
each airport. The frequency for The Airport is 119.025.
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1.3.11 AIRFIELD MARKING AND LIGHTING
Airfield marking and lighting enhance pilot situational
awareness and wayfinding. FAA guidance for airfield
markings is defined in AC 150/5340-1, Standards for Airport
Markings and AC 150/3540-30H Design and Installation
Details for Airport Visual Aids. This section describes these
elements.

Runway end designator:
Numbers that identify the magnetic
heading of a runway.

Centerline:
Dashed markings that denote the center
of the runway.

Threshold bar:
Denotes the beginning of the runway
available for landing.

RUNWAY MARKINGS

Aiming point:

Runway markings are white in color and schematics depend
on the approach category of the runway. The markings
include the runway end designator, centerline, a threshold
bar, aiming point, touchdown zone, and runway edge
markings. Runway 05-23 is marked with precision
instrument runway (PIR) markings and Runway 11-29 is
marked with non-precision instrument runway (NPI)
markings.
Table 1-16 lists the runway markings for Runway 05-23 and
11-29.

Provides a visual aiming point for
landing operations.

Touchdown zone:
For landing operations, identifies the
touchdown zone along a precision
runway in 500-foot increments.

Runway edge markings:
Provide enhanced visual contrast
between the runway edge and the
surrounding terrain or runway shoulders
and delineates the width of the suitable
paved area for runway operations.

Table 1-16. Runway Markings
Marking
Runway end designator
Centerline
Threshold bar
Aiming point
Touchdown zone
Runway edge markings

Runway 05-23
(PIR)
X
X
X
X
X
X

Runway 11-29
(NPI)
X
X
X
X

Source: Airport Pavement and Marking Plan

TAXIWAY MARKINGS
Taxiway markings consist of yellow centerline and enhanced
centerline markings, and hold position signs painted with white
inscriptions on red backgrounds.

Centerline:
Continuous markings that denote the
center of the taxiway.

Enhanced centerline:
Additional dashed markings on both
sides of the centerline to provide visual
cues of an upcoming runway hold
position.
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RUNWAY LIGH TING
Runway 05-23 has high-intensity runway edge lighting (HIRL), consistent with the runway’s precision
instrument approach capability. Runway 05 is equipped with a four-box VASI. Runway 23 is equipped with a
four-box PAPI.
Runway 11-29 has MIRL. Runway 11 is equipped with a four-box
VASI and Runway 29 is equipped with a four-box PAPI. Both
runway ends are equipped with REIL, where the pilot sees all red
lights when the approach is too low, all white lights when the
approach is too high, and both red and white lights when on the
appropriate glide path.

TAXIWAY LIGH TING
The taxiways at the Airport are equipped with blue mediumintensity taxiway edge lighting.

HIRL/MIRL:
High/Medium Intensity Runway Lights
include white edge lights (with amber
lights near the runway ends to indicate
runway remaining) and runway
threshold lights. The threshold fixtures
have split lenses (green/red) indicating
the beginning (green) and end (red) of
the runway.

REIL:
Runway End Identifier Lights are two
synchronized unidirectional flashing lights
that help to identify the runway when it is

OTH ER LIGH TING

less distinct from its surroundings or during

The Airport has a rotating beacon mounted on a tower support on
the north side of the airfield. Rotating beacons are used to indicate
the location of an airport to pilots flying at night or during reduced
visibility. The beacon provides sequenced white and green

periods of low visibility.

VASI:

The Airport has a lighted wind cone located on the west corner of

VASI project a beam of light having a
white segment in the upper part of the
beam and red segment in the lower part
of the beam. VASIs perform a function
similar to the PAPI.

the Taxiway G and Taxiway F intersection.

PAPI:

flashing lights that rotate 360 degrees.

Additional overhead lighting is located in the terminal area, aircraft
parking aprons, and in the hangar areas. There are red
obstructions lights mounted on the top of several airport structures
and on near-airport obstructions including street lights.
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1.3.12 OTHER AIRSIDE FACILITIES
Fencing and gates and service roads are airside facilities that fall outside of these previous categories are
briefly discussed in this section.

FENCING AND GATES
The Airport has perimeter chain-link fencing with barbwire around the airfield perimeter to help prevent
unauthorized access. Security gates provide access to the FBO, GA hangars, USFS, and controlled movement
areas of the airfield.

SERVICE ROADS
The Airport has a system of service roads that extend around the property perimeter to provide access to the
various NAVAIDs and weather system and to transition between landside facilities.
The air carrier apron has a white painted two-lane vehicle service road along the northwest side of the apron
that provides access the terminal building. A paved vehicle service road extends from the south side of
Taxiway A around the Runway 11 end to the north side of Taxiway A. An additional paved service road
connects the ARFF station to Taxiway F.
The Airport has a gravel perimeter road that follows the perimeter fence around the Airport operations area.
Additional gravel vehicle service roads provide access to the runway approach lighting systems, NAVAIDs,
weather observation system, and the airport surveillance radar.

1.4 LANDSIDE FACILITIES
1.4.1 AIRPORT ACCESS AND VEHICLE PARKING
LOCAL ROAD NETWORK
The Airport is served by local two-lane, paved roads referred to as the local road network. Airport Way, which
is the main road serving the Airport, intersects Highway 97 south of the Airport at the Deschutes County
Fairgrounds. Airport Way connects with Veterans Way near the northwest corner of the Airport. Veterans Way
connects to Highway 97 approximately one-half mile west of the Airport and is the Airport’s main access point.

VEHICLE CIRCULATION FOR NON-AVIATION FACILITIES
The primary roads serving the Airport include Airport Way and Veterans Way runs along the west side of the
Airport. Additionally, a network of paved local streets serves the nearby non-aviation uses. Table 1-17
summarizes the Airport roadways, organized by classification.
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Table 1-17. Airport Roadways By Classification
Roadway Classification
Roadway Name
Major Arterial

OR Highway 126
(Ochoco Highway)

Minor Arterial
Minor Arterial

19th Street
Airport Way

Minor Arterial

Veterans Way

Major Collector
Major Collector
Local Street
Local Street
Local Street
Local Street

Salmon Drive
Veterans Way
1st Street
2nd Court
4th Street
6th Street

Local Street
Local Street
Local Street
Local Street
Local Street
Local Street
Local Street
Local Street
Local Street
Local Street
Local Street
Local Street

10th Street
21st Street
23rd Street
Badger Avenue
College Way
Deerhound Avenue
Mt. Hood Drive
Lake Road
Ochoco Way
Pumice Avenue
Reindeer Avenue
Salmon Avenue

Local Street

Sisters Way

Local Street
Local Street
Local Street
Local Street
Local Street

Tamarack Court
Timber Avenue
Umatilla Avenue
USFS Drive
Wickiup Avenue

January 18, 2017

Airport Development Area
North Development Parcel
North Business Park
USFS Campus
Fairgrounds Industrial Subarea
Airport Way Subarea
Fairgrounds Industrial Subarea
South Apron Side GA Subarea
West Business Park
North Business Park
North Development Parcel
West Business Park
West Business Park
North Business Park
West Business Park
West Business Park
West Business Park
South Apron Side GA Subarea
West Business Park
North Business Park
Fairgrounds Industrial Subarea
Fairgrounds Industrial Subarea
Fairgrounds Industrial Subarea
West Business Park
Fairgrounds Industrial Subarea
Airport Way Subarea
North Development Parcel
USFS Campus
West Business Park
West Business Park
South Apron Side GA Subarea
West Business Park
North Business Park
USFS Campus
West Business Park
West Business Park
West Business Park
USFS Campus
Airport Way Subarea

The intersection at Veterans Way and Airport Way is planned to be realigned as part of a separate project.
Preliminary designs by the City of Redmond propose a new roundabout near the intersection of 1st Street and
Veterans Way to provide expanded access and service to the North Development Parcel.
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Automobile Parking for Non-Aviation Facilities
Parking requirements for non-aviation uses at the Airport are defined by the City of Redmond Development
Code, Section 8.0500. The City requires developments to provide minimum parking spaces based on land use
and specifies the dimensions of the standard parking and compact parking spaces as well as the width of the
aisles.

TERMINAL AREA AUTO PARKING AND GROUND TRANSPORTATION
The passengers departing from the Airport have multiple options to access the terminal. They may use the
public parking lot for their private vehicles, can be dropped off at the curb by personal vehicles, or be delivered
by taxis or shuttles. The employees have a separate parking area near the terminal separate from the
passenger lot and the Airport vendors also have assigned parking separate from employee parking.
The long and short term parking lot (combined facility) accommodates 1,083 vehicles at a rate of $1.00 for
each half hour, up to a daily maximum of $10.00. The seventh day is free.
The employee parking lot accommodates 189 vehicles and the vendor lot can accommodate 6 vehicles in
marked parking stalls.

GENERAL AVIATION AND OTH ER FACILITIES AUTO PARKING
Table 1-18 lists the various aviation related parking areas at the Airport and provides a breakdown of the
vehicle parking spaces by standard and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant spaces.

Table 1-18. Vehicle Parking
Location
Facility
Identifier

Parking Spaces
Standard

1
2
3
4
5
6

FAA Airport Traffic Control Tower
South Apron Private Hangar – RDD Enterprises
Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting (ARFF)
Snow Removal Equipment (SRE)
South GA Apron FBO Building #1
South GA Apron FBO Building #2

7
8
9
10

Public Works Department
North GA Apron FBO
North Apron Private Hangars – BPA and Les Schwab
USFS

39

ADA

8
21
10
3
35
6

1
2
2
1
1
0

15
15
28
228

1
0
3
6
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1.4.2 UTILITIES
Utilities are significant elements in the immediate and long-range planning for the Airport. The Airport’s location
on the eastern edge of the City of Redmond city limits is in a generally commercial and light industrial region.
The Airport currently holds several property interests both adjoining the Airport facility and in the surrounding
vicinity. To consider these properties for future expansions would require analysis of the existing utilities and
the potential of utility enhancements. This section of the report addresses the location, size, and general
feasibility of using existing Airport property utilities to consider new airport development alternatives.
Figure 1-15 identifies development areas the Airport is considering for future development alternatives:



USFS Campus: The northern area servicing the Redmond Air Center and Forest Service operations
adjacent to Taxiway B.



North Side GA: The apron, FBO, and hangars along the north area of the Airport, accessed by and
south of SW Sisters Avenue.



North Business Park: The area south of Hwy 126 and north of SW Sisters Avenue characterized by
rocky juniper and sage terrain with sparse existing development.



North Development Parcel: The old Redmond golf course land bound on the northwest by SE Lake
Road, on the northeast, by Hwy 126, and to the south, by Veterans Way.



South Side GA: The hangars, FBO, and businesses bound to the west by Airport Way, to the south, by
Salmon Avenue, and accessing the Airport by Taxiways A and G.




Terminal: The terminal area.



Airport Way Subarea: The area of land west of Airport way and immediately north of the Deschutes
County Fairgrounds.



Fairgrounds Industrial Subarea: The area of land west of 19th Street and south of Airport Way.

West Business Park: The commercial/light industrial area to the west of Airport Way in which the
Airport holds several property interests.

The sub-areas identified for this report and designated for potential future expansion appear to have sufficient
existing utilities in close proximity. The USFS Campus and potentially parts of the North Side GA are the
exception. Most of the utilities in this area appear to be insufficient for future expansion because they were
sized to serve only the area of the USFS Campus.
The following sections discuss each utility providing service on or in the vicinity of the Airport as depicted in
Figure 1-16 through 1-19.
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ELECTRIC
Pacific Power (PPL) provides electrical service to the Airport. Discussions with representatives of PPL for this
report did not reveal imminent plans for expansion of services beyond the existing overhead and buried circuits
servicing the Airport and its surrounding area. As of 2016, one circuit feeds the airport area. A second circuit
around the fairground area may be able to be extended to airport, if needed. PPL’s position is Airport load
growth would drive any expansion. The suggestion is that the 2016 level of electrical service in the vicinity of
the Airport should suffice for some expansion alternatives, though development beyond the current reach of
PPL’s circuits would require extension. In the event of development plans proceeding, early coordination with
PPL would be required to discuss load growth in a specific location. At that time, PPL would determine whether
or not a system impact study is needed, along with a re-evaluation the system.

SEWER
The City of Redmond provides sanitary sewer service to the Airport and its surrounding areas. Redmond’s
Water Pollution Control Facility is located on the northwest corner of the City. Figures 1-16 and 1-17 shows
the gravity mains that serve the areas considered for this report. Mains that follow Airport Way to Veterans
Way heading northwest serve the West Business Park, Terminal, and South Side GA areas. A main that runs
along Veterans Way and Sisters Avenue serves the North Side GA and abuts the southern edge of both the
North Business Park and the North Development Parcel. Another main that originates at the USFS Campus
before heading north to intersect Hwy 126 then running northwest in parallel serves the northern edges of
these two development areas. As with the water service at the USFS Campus, additional development
adjacent to or requiring use of that area’s sewer system would benefit from further analysis.

WATER
The City of Redmond provides water service to the Airport and its surroundings. All of the Redmond’s water is
produced from subsurface wells, stored in reservoirs, and distributed throughout the city through its system of
booster pump stations and pipes. The City’s Public Works Department monitors, tests, and maintains this
water system while storing utility inventory data on the department’s Esri-based GIS mapping database. The
development areas considered for this report except for the Fairgrounds Industrial Subarea are served by the
City’s Pressure Zone 2.
Discussion with the Public Works Department indicates that the areas on and around the Airport are
adequately served with water for the needs. As depicted in Figures 1-18 and 1-19, a water system consisting
of pipes ranging in diameter from 12-inches to 18-inches serves the majority of the development areas under
consideration. An 18-inch main extends north along Airport Way until SW 6th Street where it extends to the
street’s terminus. This large-diameter main serves the Airport Way Subarea and the West Business Park.
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A 12-inch main follows Airport Way from the intersection of Airport Way and 6th Street through the intersection
with Veteran’s Way. This 12-inch main and several 10-inch branches along their entire route effectively serve
the Terminal area and the South Side GA area, as well as bordering the southern edge of the North
Development Parcel and the western edge of the North Side GA. An 18-inch main running parallel to Hwy 126
and angling south along Veterans Way serves the remainder of the North Development Parcel and the North
Business Park. All of these areas are anticipated to accommodate development of future water demand.
The USFS Campus and potentially parts of the North Side GA are the exception to sufficiency of the 2016
service capacity for future expansion. An inconsistent series of pipes ranging between eight and 12 inches in
diameter serves the USFS Campus. Fire hydrant flow testing performed by the City of Redmond Public Works
Department in December 2016 confirmed that flows are approximately 1,100 gallons per minutes (gpm) for
hydrants throughout the development areas under consideration. The USFS Campus, however, sees flows of
approximately 850 gpm, which is insufficient for expansion of water demand without upgrades to the water
infrastructure in this area as of 2016. The Public Works Department recognizes this area as one that most
likely would require water infrastructure upgrades prior to expansion beyond current development levels.
Table 1-19 summarizes the fire flows determined through hydrant testing for this report.
Table 1-19. RDM Fire Hydrant Flow Test Inventory
Hydrant ID

Static Pressure
(ft)

Flow (gpm)

Location

FH1212

58

1175

Hwy 126 (300’ S of SE 9th St.)

FH0597

50

856

USFS NE of Paraloft (Inside FS fence)

FH1682

55

1162

Les Schwab Hangar (Inside fence)

FH0464

69

1256

1842 SE 1st St.

FH0517*

53

1300

Airport (N end of Terminal)

FH0970

60

1175

2551 SW 6th St. (Innovation Park)

FH1115

56

1138

SW Airport Way & SW 6th St.

FH1122

54

1175

SW Airport Way (400’ NE of Mt. Hood Dr.)

*Test data from 2006, all other locations tested December 2016.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
The Airport is adjacent to the commercial and light industrial operations of the West Business Park, which
means the area is well-served by telecommunications and fiber optic providers. CenturyLink, Bend Broadband,
and LSNetworks are the primary providers in the Redmond area, though several smaller providers are also
available.
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NATURAL GAS
Cascade Natural Gas serves the Redmond area. As of 2016, existing pressure mains run adjacent to each of
the potential development areas being considered. The existing infrastructure, with extensions as needed, is
considered capable of accommodating most future proposed development.

STORM DRAINAGE
Storm drainage on the Airport is contained within the Airport property. The majority of storm drainage, including
that of the infield storm system, daylights to an open swale or regional low point, with two notable exceptions.
Two large boulder-filled infiltration galleries accommodate storm drainage from the Terminal improvements and
the South Side GA area. One of these is adjacent the north edge of the South Side GA area, and the other is at
the southern tip of the Terminal area. These systems are considered to be fixed in their purpose, and not
suited for future expansion.
The remaining development areas would likely be subject to the stormwater development requirements of the
City of Redmond. These requirements draw largely from the Central Oregon Stormwater Manual (COSM),
which outlines Best Management Practices for stormwater management. Given the basaltic subsurface
conditions known to define Central Oregon, surface treatment of stormwater, such as swales and drainage
basins, is a common management practice. Refer to Figures 1-16 and 1-17 for locations of stormwater
management facilities.

1.4.3 NON-AVIATION FACILITIES
The existing non-aviation developments owned by the Airport and adjacent to airport property are detailed in
Appendix A. The information includes known projects in the planning and design stage that may impact the
Airport. Airports often own non-aviation parcels as a way to promote development that is compatible with
aircraft operations, and to diversify revenue. The non-aviation facilities are divided into the following subareas
based on their location:








North Development Parcel Subarea
North Business Park Subarea
South Side GA Subarea
West Business Park Subarea
Airport Way Subarea
Fairgrounds Industrial Subarea

1.4.4 ON-AIRPORT ZONING AND LEASE RESTRICTIONS
Appendix A includes a detailed listing of City of Redmond Zoning designations which occur in the Airport
vicinity. The zoning information includes the “zone description” and a listing of permitted uses.
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1.5 TERMINAL BUILDING
The terminal building is a modern, well maintained facility built in 2009. With the passenger enplanement
growth and the expansion of services since it was built, the terminal will need expansion and alteration for
more efficient use and adaptability for future growth. This section describes the terminal facilities that exist in
2016. Figures 1-20 through 1-25 show the terminal building floor plan by level.

1.5.1 TERMINAL BUILDING
TERMINAL BUILDING FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS
Parking / Ground Transport
The passengers departing from the Airport have multiple options to access the terminal. They may use the
public parking lot for their private vehicles, can be dropped off at the curb by personal vehicles, or be delivered
by taxis or shuttles. The employees have a parking area near the terminal separate from the passenger lot,
and the Airport vendors also have assigned parking separate from employee parking.

PRE-SECURE AREA
The pre-secure area of the terminal is that portion of the building that precedes the TSA screening. It is
comprised of administration offices, airline ticketing and offices, baggage claim, meeter/greeter lounge, food
and retail convenience store, rental car agencies, and restrooms.
Administration Space
The airport management space is comprised of a reception area, six offices and a conference room.
Law Enforcement Officers (LEO) Areas
RAMS Specialized Security Service, Inc., who provides security for both pre-secure and secure areas, has an
office adjacent to the security checkpoint. The City of Redmond Police Department also have an office in the
terminal for officers to perform routine duties. While this police office is not staffed full-time, it allows officers to
be nearby if needed for an emergency at the Airport.
Ticketing
There are ten ticketing counters, and each airline has dedicated counter(s) with separate queuing lines and
ticketing kiosks. Passengers can check in at either the counter or kiosks; however, only the Alaska kiosks allow
passengers to tag their own checked baggage. As of 2016, there are three unoccupied counters available.
Airline offices and storage spaces serving the airlines are located directly behind the ticketing counters.
Meeter/Greeter Lounge
A meeter/greeter lounge immediately follows the inbound passengers’ exit from the secure area. It is adjacent
to baggage claim and the rental car counters. The waiting area provides seating and a children’s play area.
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Baggage Claim
The baggage claim consists of two baggage carousels and an oversize baggage claim area. A dedicated
inbound baggage drop off area on the exterior of the terminal building serves these carousels.
Rental Cars
RDM has five counters for six rental car agencies with an office behind each counter. The agencies keep the
rental vehicles in a parking lot adjacent to the terminal. Renters access the rental lot via a walking path. The
rental car agencies are:








Alamo
Avis
Budget
Enterprise
Hertz
National

Concessions
A single news and gifts concession space is located in the pre-secure area. The plumbing for this space
supports beverage service, but no cooking/ food preparation takes place as of 2016.
Unfinished Space
As of 2016, approximately 3,178 square feet of unfinished space is available for future tenant improvement
located along the pre-secure central corridor area.

SECURE AREA
The two-story area beyond the TSA checkpoint is referred to as “secure,” meaning passengers and employees
have gone through TSA screening, or possess required credentials for access. The basement contains
baggage screening, the TSA office suite, a maintenance shop, storage, and breakroom. The first floor houses
a convenience store and holdroom for passengers, and the second floor contains a bar, restaurant, and
another holdroom. There are restrooms on both floors. Access to the second floor is provided by two sets of
stairs and an elevator.
Security Checkpoint
The TSA screening area bridges the pre-secure and secure areas. The TSA operation has two lanes for
screening passengers in an area approximately 75 feet long and 40 feet wide. Typically, both lanes are in
operation daily during peak screening times – from 7 to 8 a.m. and from 12-1 p.m. As of 2016, TSA does not
implement a pre-check lane.
The space for TSA screening could need an expansion due to increasing passenger enplanements. There
appears to be sufficient space to accommodate an adding a new lane by opening the space to the east, but
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this would require the removal of the existing exit passageway. As modifications of guidelines are updated
periodically, any future design will have to be mindful of possible changes to current standards.
TSA Administrative Area
The TSA support areas are in need of expansion. The Airport was reclassified to a Category 2 airport by the
TSA in March 2016, after surpassing 250,000 annual enplanements for the three previous fiscal years. The
enhanced classification increases the budget for staff and equipment. An increase in staff would necessitate
improvements in the training areas, locker room space, and offices.
Baggage Screening
As of 2016, baggage screening is located in the basement. The baggage handling system takes baggage from
behind the airline ticketing counters, through the TSA screening equipment in the basement, and back up to
the baggage make-up area, defined in the next paragraph. Alterations or reconfigurations to this area to meet
updated TSA guidelines need to be balanced against the available basement area.
Baggage Make-Up
Baggage make-up is where the airlines retrieve screened baggage. The baggage make-up system is one,
large carousel with tug access to four sides. Some congestion at the baggage make-up has been noted.
Adding another belt for outbound baggage screening would reduce congestion, and that addition would
necessitate a building expansion.
Gates
The Airport has six gates, Gates A-F, for departing passengers. Gates serviced by the airlines are listed below:








A – Alaska
B – Alaska
C – United
D – Delta
E – American
F – Unassigned

Holdrooms
The holdrooms are the areas for passengers waiting to board their flights. The first floor area is a one-story
space with a two-story circulation space leading to the second floor. The first floor contains seating with the
seat count of approximately 220. The first floor holdroom area acts as a single space. Gate areas are loosely
defined by their proximity to the airline gate kiosk. While this provides efficient use of the overall space, it
makes it difficult to consolidate passengers to the airline they are flying.
The second floor holdroom has a high, vaulted ceiling with excellent daylighting and good views. There is
ample space with approximately 50 chairs. No gates are directly associated with the second floor area.
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Passenger Boarding Bridges
All aircraft at the Airport are ground boarded, with no passenger boarding bridges (PBBs). Boarding bridges
can facilitate passenger boarding and deplaning especially in conjunction with the anticipated airline fleet
expansion. The addition of PBBs could make better use of the underutilized second floor holdroom and should
lighten the first floor holdroom congestion. The second floor has the space to accommodate additional gates
served by PBBs. Installing the PBBs at this location would require extensive modifications to the building. An
exiting path likely containing escalators or additional elevators for deplaning passengers would need to be
added to direct traffic to the secure exit.
Interior Passageway to Aircraft Ramp
Boarding passengers move through the holdroom gates to an enclosed passageway. The passageway
contains access to eight ramp doors that open to the aircraft ramp. The passengers board the aircraft using
movable stairs or ramps. Deplaning passengers enter the passageway from the exterior and proceed to a
secure exit that leads to baggage claim, rental car counters and the meeter/greeter lounge.
Concessions
The first floor contains a small convenience store. There is inadequate storage/support space for this area, and
the concessionaire has difficulty maintaining stock throughout the day. The second floor has a bar, restaurant
and kitchen, with high chair seating at the bar, and table and chair seating near the serving area. As there are
no gates on the second floor, the restaurant/bar area is removed from primary holdroom activity.
Existing retail areas could be expanded to provide a broader range of merchandise and facilitate customer
movement within the stores, especially when customers enter with luggage. Concessions storage is limited,
which leads to shortages and stock shortages during peak periods. There is a lack of cold storage for the food,
and getting supplies through TSA screening is time-consuming. There is an opportunity for improved
concession revenue with the addition of food service in the pre-secure area of the terminal. A coffee/sandwich
shop would serve those waiting for passengers, as well as employees. Electrical and mechanical systems
need improvement to address issues related to the circuit breaker for the restaurant refrigerator, and the
availability of hot water in the restaurant.
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Figure 1-20. Second Level of Passenger Terminal

Airline Ticketing Offices
As of 2016, the space for offices and storage behind the ticket counters is at capacity. Some of the ATO space
is used for storage. An expansion of this area is needed to ease current constrictions and provide for future
growth.

GENERAL TERMINAL SYSTEMS/AREAS
Building Storage
The terminal lacks sufficient space for storage on site. Maintenance equipment, supplies and other materials
used at the terminal have to be held in mechanical rooms or remote locations, which is an inconvenience to
terminal personnel.
Dedicated Delivery Entry
As of 2016, when deliveries are made to the terminal items must be transported from curbside through the
public space of the building to their destination. A dedicated delivery entry and unloading area would be more
appropriate, with distribution through a back-of-house passageway. This could eliminate congestion in the
public spaces and provide a more secure entry for goods.
Improved Signage
The secure passageway leading to the gates could use clearer gate markings in conjunction with destinations
indicated at each ramp exit door. The use of video monitors would aid in providing clear direction and
information that could change with each flight. The expanded use of informational display units at the holdroom
gates and other strategic locations could provide weather information, flight information, and advertisement
space.
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Public Address System
The PA system provides an inconsistent level of performance in the PBB. It has been reported that
announcements are difficult to hear.
Power Issues at Gate Area
As of 2016, the gates have no back-up power. The gates doors stay in whatever position they are in when the
power fails creating a security issue as well as access disruption. There is a desire to expand electrical power
to the seating in the terminal.
Revolving Doors
The revolving doors at secure exiting creates a queue as passengers must wait for the slowdown of traffic
created by these doors. It was also noted that finding replacement parts for these doors is difficult.
Electric Ground Support Equipment
The airlines are moving to the implementation of an all-electric fleet for their Ground Support Equipment.
Provisions to locate charging stations and providing power to these units need to be developed.
Ground Settlement
Some settlement has been noted at gates 1 and 2. These areas should be monitored to see if the settlement
has subsided or presents an issue in the future to the building.
Energy Efficiency
The community has interest in energy efficiency. Where systems need to be update or replaced, this should be
a priority. There are currently photovoltaic panels on the terminal roof. There is further interest increasing solar
generated power.
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1.6 AVIATION ACTIVITY
Aviation activity for the Airport is shown below for based aircraft, annual operations (itinerant and local),
passenger enplanements, cargo volume (cargo in and cargo out), and flight patterns. This information serves
as the baseline for aviation activity forecasts that will help determine the proper facilities needed to serve future
aviation activity and demand. Aviation activity is described in detail in Chapter 2, Aviation Activity Forecasts.
A summary of 2016 activity levels is presented in Table 1-20.

Table 1-20. Aviation Activity for Fiscal Year 2016*
Activity Measure
Totals
Aircraft Operations
39,211
4,649
Air Carrier (Itinerant)
Air Taxi (Itinerant)
5,746
9,952
General Aviation (Itinerant)
16,019
General Aviation (Local)
Military (Itinerant and Local)
829
Passenger Enplanements
273,351
Cargo Volume (Tons)
973
Number of Airlines
4
Non-stop Destinations
7
Based Aircraft
Aircraft Type
Totals
Single-Engine
28
Multi-Engine
2
Turbojet
6
Helicopters
4
Other
0
Total Based Aircraft
40
The airport was closed for one month in 2016 for runway construction.
Sources: Terminal Area Forecast 2016, RDM Based Aircraft Survey 2016

Annual totals are reported by FAA Fiscal Year, which runs from October 1 to September 30. Aviation activity
measures reflect one month of airport closure during the reconstruction of Runway 5-23. The aviation activity
forecasts will provide additional historical data and investigate changes in aviation activity over the most recent
ten year period.
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1.7 AERONAUTICAL SETTING
This section details the aeronautical setting surrounding the Airport, including details about neighboring airports
and their facilities.

1.7.1 COMMERCIAL SERVICE AIRPORTS
PORTLAND INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Portland International Airport (PDX) is the largest airport in the state, located 150 miles from RDM. PDX offers
domestic and international flights, and there are four non-stop flights a day from the Airport to PDX.

OTH ERS
Four other airports in the greater region are air carrier airports: Eugene Airport (EUG), Rouge Valley
International-Medford Airport (MFR), Eastern Oregon Regional Airport (PDT), and Crater Lake Klamath
Regional Airport (LMT). EUG is 135 miles west of the Airport, MFR is 189 miles southwest of the Airport, PDT
is 221 miles northeast of the Airport, and LMT is 160 south of the Airport. RDM does not have direct flights to
these other Oregon airports.

1.7.2 GENERAL AVIATION AIRPORTS
Four general aviation airports are located within 30 nautical miles of the Airport: Bend Municipal (BDN), Madras
Municipal (S33), Prineville (S39), and Sunriver Airport (S21). All of these do not have commercial service as of
2016 and have no future plans for commercial service. BDN has 203 fixed wing based aircraft and S39 has
105 fixed wing based aircraft. These two airports represent the greatest concentration of based aircraft in
Crook, Deschutes, and Jefferson Counties.

BEND MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
BDN is 10 nautical miles south of the Airport, and has one 5,200-foot by 75-foot north-south lighted runway
with non-precision instrument approach capability. The airport accommodates the highest volume of general
aviation activity among all airports in Central Oregon, including flight training and an active glider community.
BDN also has 19 helicopters based at the airport due to an extremely large volume of helicopter training
activity. A number of small aviation businesses are at the airport, including the Epic Aircraft manufacturing
facility, which manufactures the Epic E1000 single engine turboprop aircraft. Aviation businesses located at
BDN total approximately 300 employees. A future extension of Runway 16-34 to an ultimate length of 6,260
feet is expected based on the approved Airport Layout Plan for BDN.
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MADRAS MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
S33 is 25 nautical miles north of the Airport, and has two runways. Runway 16-34, the primary runway, is 5,089
feet long by 75 feet wide with medium intensity lights and existing visual approach capabilities. Runway 4-22,
the crosswind runway, is 2,701 feet long by 50 feet wide. Runway 4-22 is primarily used by small, singleengine general aviation aircraft.
Erickson Aero Tankers, who contracts with the USFS and other entities for aerial firefighting aircraft, uses the
S33 as a maintenance base for their fleet. The fleet consists of three DC-7 and seven MD-87 air tankers. In
addition, Daimler Corporation is constructing a new truck model testing site at S33. As of 2016, this facility is
under construction and will include two new test tracks that simulate road conditions for heavy duty trucks.

PRINEVILLE AIRPORT
S39 is 11 nautical miles east of the Airport with a two runways. Runway 10-28, the primary runway, is 5,751
feet long by 75 feet wide with MIRL and non-precision instrument approach capability. Runway 15-33, the
crosswind runway is 4,054 feet long with a non-standard, 40-foot width, and is limited to aircraft with a
maximum takeoff weight of 5,000 pounds or less. This secondary runway has low intensity runway lighting
(LIRL) with only visual approach capability.
S39 accommodates a fairly substantial on-site commercial pilot fixed wing training operation and a joint use
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) helibase that is home to the Central Oregon Interagency Helitack Crew.
Corporate traffic at S39 has increased as a result of the development of data centers for Facebook and Apple
in Prineville. Hillsboro Aviation is a Fixed Base Operation at S39 that supports a growing pilot training
operation.

SUNRIVER AIRPORT
S21 is approximately 26 nautical miles south/southwest of the Airport and has a single runway. Runway 16-34
is 5,461 feet long by 75 feet wide with LIRL and non-precision instrument approach capability. This airport is
privately-owned by Sunriver Resort, LLC, and is for public use. The airport primarily serves residents and
visitors to the 3,300-acre Sunriver Resort, which is a planned, fully-contained private residential and resort
community. The resort itself is bordered on the north, east, and west by the Deschutes National Forest and the
unincorporated community of Three Rivers on the south.
Table 1-21 lists the nearby airports with a summary of available facilities and activity information. Airport
locations are shown in Figure 1-27.
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Table 1-21. Nearby Airports, Primary Runways, and Activity
Bend Municipal
Airport (BDN)

Madras Municipal
Airport
(S33)

Prineville Airport
(S39)

Sunriver Airport
(S21)

Runway
Designation

16-34

16-34

10-28

18-36

Runway Length

5,200’

5,089’

5,751’

5,461’

75’

75’
75 S, 120 D,
180 2D

75’

75’

30 S

30 S

Element

Runway Width
Pavement Strength
(000)
Runway
Composition
Runway Lighting
Taxiway Lighting
Approach Aids
Weather
Airport Beacon
Existing
Future

30 S
Asphalt

Asphalt

Asphalt

Asphalt

MIRL
Reflectors
REIL,
PAPI-4L

MIRL
N.A.

MIRL
N.A.

LIRL
Reflectors

REIL, VASI-4L

PAPI-4L

VASI-2L

AWOS

AWOS

N.A.

AWOS
Clear/Green
Non-Precision
Non-Precision

Clear/Green
Clear/Green
Approach Capability
Visual
Non- Precision
Non-Precision
Non-Precision
2015 Annual Operations*

Clear/ Green
Non-Precision
Non-Precision

Local

70,030

9,192

29,437

2,518

Itinerant

70,044

6,128

17,613

3,671

140,074

15,320
2015 Based Aircraft**
40
0
0
40
1
0
2
43

47,050

6,189

Total Operations
Single engine
Multi-Engine
Jet
Fixed Wing
Rotor
Gliders
Ultra-Light
Total Based

177
16
10
203
19
8
3
233

115
5
2
122
1
0
2
125

26
11
4
41
0
2
0
43

*: Bend = 2015 EA; Madras = 2010 Madras Master Plan Interpolated; Prineville = 2016 Prineville Master Plan
Interpolated; Sunriver = 2015 FAA Terminal Area Forecast (TAF).
**: BDN, S33, S21 = FAA 5010 Airport Master Record, Prineville based aircraft = 2016 Airport Master Plan
interpolated.
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1.8 COMMUNITY SETTING
This section presents socioeconomic data to provide a profile of the airport users and the community served by
the Airport. Socioeconomic data is used to guide aviation activity forecasts in Chapter 2.

1.8.1 SOCIOECONOMIC DATA
In order to define an area of analysis, socioeconomic data was gathered by using Woods & Poole Economics,
Inc. Woods & Poole categorizes Deschutes County and the cities located in this county, such as Redmond, as
the Bend-Redmond Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). The Bend-Redmond MSA is the area of analysis
because it includes data for all of Deschutes County where the Airport is located. The study comprised these
socioeconomic indicators to help determine trends in the Bend-Redmond MSA:
The data range was from 2006 to 2015. A longer period of time, rather than one or two years, is helpful for
indicating trends more accurately, which is why a ten-year period was used. The accuracy of trends is critical,
since trends are used to help determine future forecasts for airports. This selection of this ten-year period was
because it incorporates periods of growth and decline, such as the 2008 recession and the strong growth the
Airport has seen since 2012. Table 1-22 shows the socioeconomic data for the Bend-Redmond MSA during
2006 to 2015.

Table 1-22: Socioeconomic Data for Bend-Redmond MSA
Indicator
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Population
143,860
147,240
150,690
154,220
157,840
159,800
161,890
165,950
169,160
172,500

Employment
91,910
91,670
91,420
91,180
90,930
92,310
93,940
97,710
99,890
102,090

Earnings
$4,045
$4,004
$3,964
$3,924
$3,885
$3,868
$3,978
$4,195
$4,373
$4,515

Income/Capita
$40,619
$40,368
$40,118
$39,869
$39,622
$40,532
$41,377
$41,539
$42,257
$42,975

GRP
$6,876
$7,052
$7,232
$7,417
$7,607
$7,620
$7,847
$8,202
$8,411
$8,622

Retail Sales
$3,262
$3,282
$3,301
$3,321
$3,341
$3,518
$3,650
$3,816
$3,958
$4,071

Source: Woods & Poole (2016)
Note: Total Earnings (in millions, adjusted to 2016 dollars), Total Personal Income Per Capita (adjusted to 2016 dollars), GRP (in
millions, adjusted to 2016 dollars), Total Retail Sales (in millions, adjusted to 2016 dollars).
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1.9 AIRPORT FINANCIAL OVERVIEW & ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION
Commercial service airports are economic engines in the communities that they serve, facilitating the
movement of goods and people to and from the community. Airports serve as employment centers, and as
municipal entity that leases property and enters into contracts with private enterprise, their financial structure
differs from other municipal departments. This section describes the revenues and expenses associated with
airport operation, and the economic contribution that the Airport makes to the community it serves through jobs
and wages, and business sales.

1.9.1 HISTORICAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The Airport generates revenue to cover its expenses and operates as an airport enterprise fund (AEP), which
means that it maintains separate accounting from the City of Redmond general fund. The AEP is primarily
funded through revenue from passengers and airlines. Grants from the FAA Airport Improvement Program help
offset much of the cost of eligible capital improvements. The AEP is organized into three cost-centers: the
Terminal Program, the Airfield Program, and the General Operations program. There are three additional subfunds for debt service, passenger facility charges, and capital projects that are separated out to keep these
capital improvement and financing funds from comingling with operating funds.
The Terminal Program uses a cost-recovery rates and charges basis, where the Airport looks to recover
investment in facilities from users and tenants. The scope of this program includes the passenger terminal
building. The Airfield Program covers operations and maintenance of the airfield, and rates and charges are set
on a cost recovery basis. The General Operations Program includes hangars, parking lots, roadways, and nonaviation development, and uses a market rate basis to set rates and charges. The General Operations program
helps the Airport diversify revenue streams to guard against slowdown in the aviation industry. A summary of
the AEP is presented in Table 1-23.
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Table 1-23: Airport Financial Overview
Year

FY2013/14

FY2014/15

FY2015/16

Type

Actual

Actual

Budget

Budget

$15,105,114

$18,742,348

$37,122,840

$24,355,420

General Operations

$7,757,230

$8,754,158

$9,713,972

$8,570,154

Terminal Operations

$1,565,455

$1,624,505

$1,547,364

$1,853,345

Airfield Operations

$1,282,264

$1,174,730

$1,237,932

$1,349,270

Debt Service Reserve

$2,247,694

$2,350,098

$2,539,651

$2,539,651

Passenger Facility Charge

$1,082,796

$1,138,806

$933,921

$1,100,000

Capital Projects

$1,169,675

$3,700,051

$21,150,000

$8,943,000

Total Expenditures

$9,542,577

$13,124,756

$37,122,840

$24,355,420

General Operations

$4,952,535

$5,923,221

$9,665,236

$8,848,222

Terminal Operations

$1,226,044

$1,079,200

$1,536,043

$1,575,277

Airfield Operations

$1,138,805

$1,233,063

$1,297,989

$1,349,270

$-

$-

$2,539,651

$2,539,651

Total Resources

Debt Service Reserve

FY2016/17

$988,743

$1,036,438

$933,921

$1,100,000

Capital Projects

$1,236,450

$3,852,834

$21,150,000

$8,943,000

Net Program

$5,562,537

$5,617,592

$-

$-

General Operations

$2,804,695

$2,830,937

$48,736

$(278,068)

Terminal Operations

$339,411

$545,305

$11,321

$278,068

Airfield Operations

$143,459

$(58,333)

$(60,057)

$-

$2,247,694

$2,350,098

$-

$-

$94,053

$102,368

$-

$-

$(66,775)

$(152,783)

$-

$-

Passenger Facility Charge

Debt Service Reserve
Passenger Facility Charge
Capital Projects
Source: City of Redmond FY2016/17 Budget

1.9.2 AIRPORT ECONOMIC IMPACTS
The Airport is included in the 2014 Oregon Department of Aviation (ODA) Economic Impact Statement for
NPIAS Airports. This report identifies the economic contributions of airports to the Oregon economy through on
and off airport activities, the jobs created due to the airports, and the total payroll of the jobs created. Table 124 represents the economic impact of the Airport on the Oregon economy is 2012 dollars.

Table 1-24. RDM 2014 Economic Impact

Jobs
810

Payroll

$24,735,000

Source: 2014 ODA Economic Impact Statement for NPIAS Airports
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1.10 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
The following sections are included to provide a baseline of the existing environmental conditions on and
around the Airport. The information presented is a high level overview provided for planning purposes and is
not intended to satisfy the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).

1.10.1 AIR QUALITY
The Airport and surrounding areas are located within a National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)
Attainment area for the State of Oregon (Oregon Department of Environmental Quality [DEQ], 2016). The EPA
established NAAQS for a limited number of pollutants in response to enactment of the Clean Air Act of 1970
and the Amendments of 1975 and 1977. The pollutants of most concern in an arid environment such as
Redmond are particulates. The primary impacts to local air quality created by aircraft occur when planes are at
or close to ground level during takeoff, landing, and taxiing. Airports have numerous other sources of pollutants
including automobile traffic, service trucks, fuel trucks, and auxiliary equipment such as emergency generators.
Aircraft engines emit carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, particulate matter, volatile organic compounds, and
oxides of nitrogen and sulfur. Fossil-fuel engines that combust diesel, aviation fuel, and gasoline fuels emit a
variety of toxic compounds, which are primarily formaldehyde, benzene, and heavy metals.
Changes in aircraft operations or development at the Airport would require air quality modeling to evaluate the
emission of priority pollutants to see if they will approach or exceed the NAAQS. Air quality impacts will be
modeled in conjunction with aircraft noise. The FAA Aviation Environmental Design Tool (AEDT) is the required
model for aviation noise and air quality modeling and will be used to quantify those impacts for the Airport.

1.10.2 COMPATIBLE LAND USE
Several factors can go into the analyses of whether or not a proposed land use is compatible with an airport.
For Redmond Airport, the factors the City has to measure against are provided through the following three
avenues:
Noise contours will be created for the Airport in a subsequent chapter of this Master Plan in conjunction with
the forthcoming forecasted aviation activity. Once created, the noise contours will provide one factor for
reviewing proposed land uses against. The FAA considers the DNL 65 dB an acceptable level at which
residential land uses are compatible. Oregon Administrative Rule 340-035-0045 contains State of Oregon
criteria for airport noise. The State of Oregon uses the 55 DNL contour to represent the “airport noise criterion.”
The airport noise criterion does not indicate liability or legal obligation on the part of the airport; instead it
defines the “airport noise impact boundary,” which is used to identify noise sensitive properties near the airport
that may experience regular aircraft noise exposure. Local jurisdictions may also implement tighter restrictions.
Airport airspace surfaces as defined in FAR Part 77 Safe, Efficient Use, and Preservation of the Navigable
Airspace will be depicted in the Airspace Plan, a component of the Airport Layout Plan set. These airspace
surfaces should be used by the City of Redmond as a basis for protecting the Airport against incompatible
development on the basis of height.
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The FAA’s Memorandum Interim Guidance on Land Uses Within a Runway Protection Zone should serve as a
guidance document for allowable land uses with a RPZ.

1.10.3 HISTORICAL, ARCHITECTURAL, ARCHAEOLOGICAL, AND CULTURAL
RESOURCES
APPLICABLE REGULATIONS
The following state laws protect archaeological sites and cultural resources in Oregon: Indian Graves and
Protected Objects (ORS 97.740-97.760) and Archaeological Objects and Sites (ORS 358.905-358.961). In
order to conduct a survey for archaeological sites, the Oregon State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO)
requires an archaeological permit (ORS 390.235). If an archaeological site is recorded on public land, an
archaeological permit is required to conduct ground disturbing activities within site boundaries.
Under ORS 358.653 the City is required to consult with the SHPO to avoid inadvertent impacts to historic
properties for which they are responsible; this relates primarily to buildings and structures which are listed on
the National Register of Historic Places or eligible for listing. Generally, eligible historic properties are at least
50 years old, retain their historic appearance, and meet one of four National Register significance criteria.
Airport buildings and structures may also be subject to the City of Redmond Historic Preservation Ordinance.

BACKGROUND RESEARCH METHODS
This effort consisted of a literature review of all areas within one mile of the Airport to identify cultural resources
within the study area. The purpose of the review was to identify any cultural resources including Traditional
Cultural Properties within the Study Area. The study area has already experienced 36 previous cultural
resources studies in support of infrastructure and utility improvements (highway, road, trail, gas, and fiber optic
and transmission lines), land exchanges, testing at training centers, and the Redmond Caves. One
archaeological survey previously conducted within the Airport boundaries used pedestrian survey methods and
did not identify any archaeological resources, as documented in Redmond Municipal Airport Taxiway “B”
Rehabilitation Project - Phase I Field Survey and Section 106, prepared by Scott E. in 2016 for Morrison
Maierle. Reviewed information included recorded cultural resources, historic register-listed properties,
ethnographic studies, historical maps, government landowner records, aerial photographs, regional histories,
geological maps, soils surveys, and environmental reports. Relevant documents were examined at the Oregon
SHPO via the GIS System for Archaeological Records Data and online research library. This literature review
did not include fieldwork.
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CULTURAL SETTING
The type of soils at the Airport have the potential to contain buried cultural remains that were present prior to
the eruption of Mount Mazama over 7,500 years ago leaving what is now Crater Lake.
Non-Native explorers arrived in central Oregon in the 1820s under contract with the Hudson’s Bay Company.
Migration to Oregon began in the 1840s and followed the Oregon Trail. Frank and Josephine Redmond, who
arrived in the area in 1904, founded the City of Redmond. Settlers constructed irrigation canals soon after and
the town incorporated in 1910. Records of the Greater Redmond Historical Society accessed in 2013 state
that, the following year, the Oregon Trunk Railroad was completed and provided improved economic and
passenger transportation opportunities for city residents.
Efforts to build an airport began in 1928 and the first runways were constructed in 1929. The Works Progress
Administration carried out improvements to the Airport during the 1930s, and during World War II, the US Army
Air Corps used the Airport for training activities. The first commercial flight at the Airport was in 1946, as shown
in Figure 1-29.
Figure 1-29 First Commercial Flight at the Redmond Airport 1946

Source City of Redmond 2016.

United States Geological Survey data from 1962a, 1962b, and 1975 indicates development in the vicinity of the
Airport after 1950 has been minor, with some new construction on the northern boundary of the Airport.
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PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
A 2016 records search of SHPO’s online GIS System for Archaeological Records Data occurred to identify any
previously recorded historic or cultural resources surveys within the study area. Review of the Oregon Historic
Sites Database took place to identify any recorded historic buildings within or directly adjacent to the study
area.

RECORDED CULTURAL RESOURCES IN TH E STUDY AREA
There are 48 recorded archaeological sites within the study area. They include isolated archeological artifacts,
rockshelters (caves), rock alignments; and a historic-era homestead, wagon road, canals, and railway. In
addition to these recorded sites, more than 20 isolated precontact-era and historic-era sites are mapped in the
SHPO database that do not have Smithsonian site numbers. One, a single obsidian flake, was identified within
the Airport boundaries near the intersection of SE Veterans Way and SE Sisters Ave. Sixteen other isolated
finds are adjacent to the Airport boundaries. There is the potential for additional precontact archaeological sites
to be discovered through an archeological survey of the Airport. An archaeological survey was not part of this
study.
The sites listed below are protected under the National Historic Preservation Act. These sites could be affected
by changes in airport operations or development. Projects that could affect these sites will require consultation
with the SHPO to determine the potential project effects.

REDMOND CAVES SITE (35DS173)
The Redmond Caves Site is immediately adjacent to the Airport’s western boundary, along SE Airport Way
between SW 13th St and SW 6th St. During investigations in 1941, a sage bark sandal and projectile points
were collected. Radiocarbon dating placed the sandal from approximately 1700 to 1900 years old, as noted on
the US Bureau of Land Management website, accessed in December 2016. The site integrity has been
impacted by looting and recreational use, as recorded by Lee R. Lyman on the form entitled, Oregon
Archaeological Survey, Site 35DS173 – Redmond Caves, filed in 1983.

REDMOND MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
The Airport itself has been determined eligible for listing in the NRHP. Inventory and recording of buildings on
the Airport property in 1997 led to five structures on the property being recommended as contributing to the
Airport’s historical significance: the Administration Building (1950), Warehouse #1 (1940), Warehouse #2/City
of Redmond Public Works Shop (1940), the World War II Hangar (1940), and a storage shed (no construction
date provided).
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H UNTINGTON WAGON ROAD
East of the County Fairgrounds and south of the Airport boundary is an intact segment of the Huntington
Wagon Road (c.1845), which is recorded as archaeological site 35DS2579. This resource extends northward
through the airport property in a gentle southwest-northeast trajectory, extending between in sections 33, 27,
22, 15, and 10, recorded on the 1872 map accessed through the US Surveyor General website. The
Huntington Wagon Road was part of the section of Oregon Trail (c.1845) between Bend and The Dalles
(Cunninghame 1976). In 1864 J.P. Huntington, Oregon Superintendent of Indian Affairs, used the route to
travel between Fort Dalles and Fort Klamath.

IRRIGATION CANALS
The North Unit Main Canal (1938), which has been determined eligible for listing in the NRHP, is immediately
east of the Airport’s eastern boundary. This resource is within a future RPZ.

H ISTORIC PROPERTIES ON AIRPORT
Based on a review of an Airport property schedule and a 1997 historic inventory, there are at least five historic
buildings within the Project Area as of 2016. Table 1-25 summarizes the information on the Airport property
schedule.

Table 1-25. Airport Buildings 50 years or older
Description
Construction Year
Old Administration
1950
World War II Hangar
1940
Warehouse #1
1940
Warehouse #2
1940
Storage Shed
Unlisted

1.10.4 SECTION 4(f) PROPERTY
Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act of 1966 protects significant publicly-owned parks,
recreational areas, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and public and private historic sites. Under Section 4(f), the
Secretary of Transportation may approve a transportation program or project requiring the use of such sites
only if there is no feasible and prudent alternative to using that land, and the program or project includes all
possible planning to minimize harm resulting from the use.
Section 4(f) properties include:



Parks and recreational areas of national, state, or local significance that are both publicly-owned and
open to the public;



Publicly-owned wildlife and waterfowl refuges of national, state, or local significance that are open to
the public; and
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Historic sites of national, state, or local significance in public or private ownership regardless of
whether they are open to the public.

PARKS AND RECREATIONAL AREAS
The Redmond Caves are a group of five caves formed by volcanic flows of molten lava from the Newberry
Caldera. They are immediately adjacent to the western boundary of the Airport, along SE Airport Way between
SW 13th St and SW 6th St, and the caves are located inside the Redmond city limits. The Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) in partnership with the City of Redmond manages the caves, which are open to the public.
The collapse of a single lava tube created these five caves. The largest opening, Cave 1, enters a fairly deep
and expansive cave, while Cave 3 has two openings joined by a narrow but easily passable connection. Caves
1, 3, and 4 are accessible and have deep, sandy soils, with scattered boulders and ceiling blocks.
Native Americans used the caves, at least periodically, over the past 6,000 years. Today, the Redmond Caves
are managed as a unique site where visitors can learn about geology, wildlife, and past human use. A Section
4(f) analysis may be needed to assess the potential effects to users of the caves as a result from changes to
airport operations.

WILDLIFE AND WATERFOWL REFUGES
There are no publicly-owned wildlife or waterfowl refuges within the study area.

H ISTORIC SITES
A literature review of all areas within one mile of the Airport indicates significant historic resources in the study
area, as listed below, that would be considered Section 4(f) properties in or near the study area:



Five structures on airport property may contribute to the Airport’s historical significance: the
Administration Building (1950); Warehouse #1 (1940); Warehouse #2/City of Redmond Public Works
Shop (1940); the World War II Hangar (1940); and a storage shed (no construction date provided).




Huntington Wagon Road
Two irrigation Canals: the North Unit Main Canal, which has been determined eligible for listing in the
NRHP and is on airport property, and the Pilot Butte Canal, which has also been determined eligible
for listing in the NRHP but is not on airport property.




Redmond Caves, which are near, but not on, airport property.
Oregon Trunk Railroad

A Section 4(f) analysis may be needed to assess the potential effects to these resources as a result from
changes to airport operations or development.
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1.10.5 THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES
An official species list was obtained from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) website (2016). The only
species listed under the Endangered Species Act with the potential to occur in the study area is the gray wolf.
The Oregon Biodiversity Information Center (ORBIC) database also was queried to obtain records of known
sensitive, threatened and endangered plant and animal species within a two-mile radius of the Airport (ORBIC
2016). There are no documented records of species listed as endangered or threatened, proposed for listing,
or candidate for listing as occurring within a two-mile radius of the Airport. There is no designated Critical
Habitat for any species within the study area.
According to the USFWS website accessed in 2016, the Airport is in the East Wolf Management Zone where
wolves are listed as Endangered. As of USFWS data in 2015, there are no recorded areas of wolf activity in the
Redmond area, but given the 2016 population according to the USFWS website and the dispersal capabilities
of wolves, at this point it is possible for a wolf to show up in almost any part of the state.
Contact with the USFWS again prior to future development at the Airport is recommended to ensure no
species listed under the Endangered Species Act are in the development area.

1.10.6 WATER QUALITY
The City of Redmond has an Underground Injection Control (UIC) Management Plan that documents the City’s
stormwater management program. The plan also explains how the City protects groundwater quality from
stormwater impacts of UIC facilities in compliance with their UIC Water Pollution Control Facility (WPCF)
Permit (No. 103050). The City has no naturally occurring surface water within the Urban Growth Boundary,
where the highest density development is, so the City’s stormwater outfall systems uses drywells, drill holes,
injection galleries, and outfalls to vegetated swales and infiltration basins.

WETLANDS AND OTHER WATERS
The following sections provide an overview of known wetlands and other waters on and surrounding the Airport
property.
Applicable Laws and Regulations
Wetlands are protected under the State of Oregon Removal Fill Law and Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.
Wetlands are under the jurisdiction of both Oregon Department of State Lands (DSL) and the US Army Corps
of Engineers (Corps). Both agencies use the 1987 Corps of Engineers Wetlands Delineation Manual and the
2008 Regional Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: Arid West Region (Version
2.0) to determine what a wetland is and its extent. An area is determined to be a wetland if it has a dominance
of plants that grow in wet conditions (called hydrophytic vegetation), hydric soils, and positive wetland
hydrology.
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Background Research
A literature review covered areas extending one mile in every direction from the study area. Reviewed
information included the US Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Soil
Survey, the USFWS National Wetlands Inventory, the Department of State Lands Local Wetlands Inventory,
and Deschutes County online property database. A site reconnaissance was performed on October 24, 2016.
The National Wetlands Inventory shows the following wetlands within the study area:





Two wetlands on the former Juniper Golf Course;
Lateral E Canal and North Unit Main Canal; and
Two wetlands on the Forest Service Rappel Base Helipad.

The two wetlands indicated on the former golf course are man-made water features and are not drained. These
areas no longer meet the criteria of a wetland because the hydrology is no longer met. Both irrigation canals
are not waterbodies under the jurisdiction of either DSL or the Corps because the canals are used for irrigation
water conveyance and are turned on and off seasonally. The two wetlands indicated at the Forest Service
Rappel Base are paved areas.
The Project Area is situated within the semi-arid shrub-steppe province (Franklin and Dyrness 1988).
Vegetation is dominantly western juniper (Juniperus occidentalis) and big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata), but
also includes rabbitbrush (Chrysothamus and Ericameria spp.), bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata), low
sagebrushes (Artemisia spp.), and grasses, such as Idaho fescue (Festuca idahoensis), needlegrass
(Achnatherum spp.), squirreltail (Sitanion hystrix), and Sandberg bluegrass (Poa secunda).
The NRCS maps soils as Deschutes-Stukel complex, dry and Stukel-Rock outcrop-Deschutes complex, dry.
Neither of these soils series are classified as nor considered hydric soils. This further indicates that wetlands
are unlikely to occur in the study area.
A site reconnaissance performed on October 24, 2016, identified no wetlands or waters of the State/US within
the study area. The undeveloped areas of the Airport support an upland plant community of western
juniper/gray rabbitbrush/cheatgrass. During this same site reconnaissance, neither primary nor secondary
indicators of wetland hydrology were observed.

1.10.7 FARMLAND
Review of the 2016 NRCS Soil Survey of Deschutes County helped evaluate the presence of prime, unique,
state or locally important farmland in the project area. The survey indicated the Airport property and study area
do not contain soil types classified as “prime farmland.” As of 2016, no property within the study area is being
used or was recently used or zoned for farming purposes.
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1.10.8 CRITICAL AREAS
Local jurisdictions may have critical areas that relate to Oregon’s State-wide Land Use Goals. There are no
Critical Areas in the City of Redmond’s Comprehensive Plan or Development Code.

1.10.9 FLOODPLAINS
FEMA maps floodplains all across the U.S. Specifically, the FEMA Flood Map Service Center collects data
from Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) and incorporates all the data into a national flood hazard layer to
map where floodplains are. There are no floodplains on airport property.

1.10.10 RECYCLING PLAN
The FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 (FRMA) expanded the definition of airport planning to include
“developing a plan for recycling and minimizing the generation of airport solid waste” and added a provision
requiring airports that prepare a master plan to address issues related to solid waste recycling.
A site visit and staff interviews took place on December 15, 2016, to collect information about recycling at the
Airport. The study team toured the passenger terminal, airport offices, airline and other tenant spaces, SRE
and ARFF facilities, and other airport buildings. Interviews of the staff from airport management and the
facilities department clarified details about the recycling program in place in 2016.
The Airport has an active recycling program; the Airport does not have a written recycling plan. Under this
master plan project, a recycling plan document will be developed that describes the existing program and
recommends strategies to improve recycling and waste management at the facility. The recycling plan will be
an appendix to this master plan report.
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1.11 CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
The facilities and conditions described in this chapter form the baseline of the Airport Master Plan. The
research put into preparing this document will support further analysis and recommendations that will occur in
subsequent chapters. A summary of key facilities is presented in Table 1-26.
Table 1-26. Inventory Chapter Summary
Runways
• Runway 5-23: 7,038 ft. x 150 ft.
• Runway 11-29: 7,006 ft. x 100 ft
Runways and Navigational Aids
• Runway 5-23
o Good Pavement Condition
o High Intensity Runway Lights
(HIRL)
o Precision Runway Markings
• Runway End 5
o Runway End Identifier Lights (REIL)
o Visual Approach Slope Indicator
(VASI)
• Runway End 23
o Precision Approach Path Indicator
(PAPI)
• Runway 11-29
o Good Pavement Condition
o Medium Intensity Runway Lights
(MIRL)
o Non-precision Runway Markings
• Runway End 11
o VASI
• Runway End 29
o PAPI
Airport Navigational Aids
• VHF Omni-directional Range with Distance
Measuring Equipment (VOR/DME)
• Non-Directional Beacon (NDB)
• Automated Surface Observing System
(ASOS)
• Two Wind Socks
Emergency
• ARFF Index B
FAA Certification
• Part 139
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Instrument Procedures
• Runway 5
o RNAV (RNP)
o RNAV (GPS)
o REDMOND THREE
• Runway 23
o ILS
o VOR/DME
o VOR-A
o NDB
o RNAV (RNP)
o RNAV (GPS)
o REDMOND THREE
o Visual
• Runway 11
o VOR A (Category A)
o GPS
o REDMOND THREE
• Runway 29
o GPS
o RNAV (GPS)
o REDMOND THREE
Building Area
• Passenger Terminal and TSA
• Airport Traffic Control Tower
• Aircraft Maintenance
• Aircraft Fuel (Full Service & Self Service
FBOs)
• Hangars and Tie-downs
• Snow Removal Equipment and
Maintenance
• Aircraft Rescue and fire Fighting (ARFF)
• United States Forest Service (USFS)
• Business Park

